Here’s how it works

You earn Treasure Chest Points (TC Points) by playing your favorite slots at Treasure Island. TC Points are in addition to your other Treasure Island Players Club benefits and are accrued automatically – there is no need to sign-up for this incredible benefit.

You’ll earn one TC Point for every TI Players Club Point earned.

You’ll have the chance to earn more TC Point throughout the year during exciting Bonus Events.

Treasure Chest Promotional Rules

Eligible Treasure Chest participants are subject to all terms and conditions of Treasure Island Players Club Membership as outlined in the Club Rules.

Eligible TI Players Club members receive one (1) Treasure Chest Point (TC Point) for every one (1) TI Players Club Point. One TI Players Club Point will be earned for every $1.50 played on reel slots and for every $4.50 played on video poker slots. Designated video poker games will earn at a rate of $15.00 per point. Points earned due to point multipliers will not count towards promotional point balances unless otherwise stated.

Each participant’s available TC Point balance will be confirmed in-person at the TI Players Club. Only the balance in the TI Players Club system will be honored.

Treasure Chest Point values are determined at the sole discretion of Treasure Island.

TC Points will carry over year to year and will only expire after one (1) year of TI Players Club inactivity. Inactivity is defined as 12 consecutive months with no TI Players Club points earned.

Eligible TI Players Club members must be present to receive and redeem TC Points. Treasure Chest merchandise may only be received by redeeming TC Points in person and may not be purchased, in whole or in part, with cash or any other form of payment.

TC Points are not transferable and have no cash value, but may be combined between two (2) persons listed on a TI Players Club linked account.

Treasure Chest merchandise is subject to availability and TI reserves the right to substitute merchandise.

Items shown in marketing materials are representative examples only.

Shipping to addresses within the continental U.S. is included. A physical street address and phone number are required for shipping.

Gift Cards obtained through the redemption of TC Points are subject to the rules of the retailer named on the Gift Card.

TI reserves the right to deny participation in the Treasure Chest to anyone, to restrict anyone from earning TC Points, and to modify or cancel this promotion at any time without notice. TI Management reserves all rights.

TI endorses responsible gaming. If you or someone you know has a problem gaming responsibly, please call the 24-hour Problem Gamblers HelpLine at 800.522.4700. ©2010 Treasure Island. All rights reserved.